"Continuous Improvement" was the theme of the teaching week Wester Point Foundation on 29 September organized. Until October 3 During education week Wester Assign all stakeholders informed about the innovative educational approach that is Constantly Improving a particular way. Teachers, managers, administrators and parents were introduced to 'Continuous Improvement' and the passionate founder, Jay Marino.

During education week Jay Marino was a guest at Wester Point. On the basis of presentations and workshops were teachers, supervisors and parents become acquainted with and immerse themselves in Continuous Improvement. Additionally Marino four Westerners Wise Schools Continually Improve recently applied in their classes visited. He could see how his approach takes shape in practice. During these visits, the students also had the opportunity to ask questions.

It is the first time that Wester Wise organized a teaching week. The reason that happened this year, comes from the core idea of Continuous improvement. "Children are given more responsibility for their own development. There they are, of course, to be supported. Teachers and parents work with the child and guide him or her in the learning process. It is therefore important that all parties are aware of Continuous Improvement, "says Luc de Vries, Managing Director at Wester Point. Therefore Wester Wise Jay Marino invited to for a week his approach and vision inspiring way to share with everyone.

Constantly Enhance is an educational approach which schools can improve, The quality of education in a practical and structured way. "The essence of Continuous improvement is that children have ownership over their own learning. That means they do not learn because the teacher says so, but because they recognize that it is good for themselves, "says De Vries. Students set goals and keep their results on a data plate and in a personal portfolio. They make their development literally visible. This makes learning not only fun, but also ensures that students want to do their best and achieve better results. The teacher helps the children in achieving personal goals. In addition, the teacher checks whether the children learn naturally enough. The parents see that their child is not only at school but also at home to work.

The responsibility of children for their personal development contributes to a positive attitude towards learning. This became clear when Marino visited the schools. When he asked the children in group 8 of O8S ‘t Jonkertje: "Do you like school," the answer was unanimous: "Yes!" With this enthusiastic response they represent all Westerners Assign students who go to work.
with Continuously Improve.
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